INTRODUCTION
The technology supporting mobile communications has grown tremendously and continues to do so. The key aspcct of this growth is due to the popularity of mobile communications, which is the ability to provide instant connectivity anytime and to anywhere in the world. Starting from an analog standard ( h o w n as 1" generation), we can see the full migration from an analog into a digital standard (known as 2nd generation) throughout the world. The 2"d generation mobile standard (GSM, D-APMS and CDMA), with high quality voice and the capability to provide highspeed data services to the mobile user as an additional service, are the driving factors behind the high growth of sales in communication technology. The mobile communication has recently introduced a 3d generation mobile wireless technology with the aim to have a global standard for all applications and countries.
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC), in their respective countries, controls the operating of mobiIe telephone networks and they issue Iicenses to mobile operators, which means the mobile operators, are allowed to use only the frequency bandwidth allocated to them. The alIocated frequency bandwidth is divided into sets of carriers or channels using different techniques such as frequency division (FD), time division (TD), or code division (CD), which each channel uses for call establishment. Mobile users in a particular cell use the channel that is allocated at the base station. A channel can simultaneously be used at another base station, subject to a minimum reuse distance, i.e., there is enough distance between the base stations in order to provide interference free communication.
In mobile communication, all the information from mobile sets (MS) to the base stations (BS) travels via radio channels. The geographjcal area covered by a BS is a cell. This can be represented as a hexagonal network (refer to Figure 1 [l] ). A mobile communication network consists of thousand of cells in order to cover the required region, each with a BS at the centre. Each BS will have a dedicated radio channel and the number of thc channels assigned will be based on the traftic requirement for the particular cell (for example, thcre will be a higher channel demand in metropolitan areas compared to suburban areas).
Besides the traffic demand requirement, the assignment of radio channels is subject to the three types of interference constraints; a) ochannel constraint. The same channcl cannot bc allocated to certain pairs of radio cells simultaneousIy. [I] . In. Fig.1 , we can see the highest channel demand is 77 channck at cell 9 and the lowest channel demand is 8 for several cells (1,3,4,etc) . Mobile operators have to fully utilise a given limited spectrum bandwidth, which can satisfy mobile customers by avoiding or minimising call blocking espccially in high channel demand cells (cell 9,16,etc.) . With a limited frequcncy spectrum allocated to the system, the efficiency in which of radio channels are assigncd is very important to overcome congestion problems in the network.
The assignment of radio channel is generally called the Channel Assignment Problem (CAP). The CAP can be viewed as a combinatorial optimisation problem, with the difficulty of CAP increasing exponentially with the problem size. Thcre are three kinds of channel assignment; Fixed Channcl Assignment (FCA), Dynamic Channel Assignment (DCA) and Hybrid Channel Assignment (HCA) [2] . In FCA, the radio channels are assigned permanently to each cell based on a predefined channel demand. In DCA the channels are dynamically assigned to cells based on channel requests. DCA provides flcxibility and traffic adaptability at the cost of higher complexity, but under heavy traffic conditions, DCA strategics are less efficient compared to FCA [3]. Since heavy traffic condition is expected in the future, the efficiency of an FCA scheme is highly desirable [ 2 ] . HCA is a combination between FCA and DCA. In this paper, we will consider only FCA schemes.
Mobile customers can make a call using a channel of the ccl1 in which the user is currently situated. Under heavy traffic conditions, the network planning engineers have to reduce the cell size (cell splitting) and use advanced antenna technology in order to cater for the increase in channel demand. This causes the number of base stations to increase. Under FCA, the CAP objective is to optimise the assignment of the limited channel resources to a base station without ignoring service quality such as cochannel and adjacent interference. Using an exhaustive search strategy, the optimum result could be obtained, but as the number of base station increases, finding an optimum solution is extremely difficult [4].
In this paper, we will introduce a hyper-heuristic approach to tackle this problem and present computational results. where JkmcLT = mnximum chcinnel used Jk = minimum chcrnnel used
A. Hypw-herrr.is!ic
We propose using a hyper-heuristic approach to solve thc channel assignment problem. A hyper-heuristic is a knowlcdge poor mcta-heuristic that does not use problcm specific information [ 171. Based on non-domain information, such as CPU timc, change in the objective function etc., a hypcr-heuristic will decide which low Ievel heuristic to call at each decision point. In order to implement the search, we may use simple neighbourhood heuristics such as delete, add and swap. The advantages of using a hyper-heuristics for practical scheduling and indeed optimisation problems are (mostly adapted from [IS]):
-It is easy for the problem owner to consider their problem by modeling it using simple heuristics.
-Simple heuristics arc typically faster to implement compared to some other approachcs.
-It is robust enough to effectively handle a wide range of problem instances by small modifications or additions. Hyper-heuristics operate at a higher level of abstraction than meta-heuristics by managing a set of low level heuristics (LLH). The general framework can be shown in figure 2 1171. All the proposed LLHs will create unique moves with zero violating constraint with faster computation time except for h3, which acts as a steepest decent heuristic. h3 will find the best neighbour in the current nighbourhood structure; therefore it requires more computation time.
C. Aceiyrunce G-iteriu
The acceptance of new solution (see 2(D) and 2(E) in above) will be decided by the hyper-heuristic. In this work, wc use 4 different types of acceptance criteria. These are:
Accept all moves (AM) -All the returned solutions from the LLHs will be accepted, The acceptance criteria is always true.
On!v improving moves (04 -Only moves which improve on the current solution will be accepted ( 6~0 ) .
Monte Carlo (MC) -The acceptancc of worse solution will be based on a probability that decreases with increases of 6
Record-to-Record Travel (RRT) -The idea of the RRT acceptance criteria was proposed by Dueck and is a variant of the Great Deluge acceptance criteria [25] . At each iteration, any configuration is accepted which is not much worse compared to the current solution. In the RRT algorithm [25], Dueck introduced a DEVL4 TJON parameter, which is a small value added to the current solution quality in order to increase the possibility that it is accepted. If 6 < DEVIATlON, the algorithm will accept the new soIution but will not update the sotution quality for future comparison. Based on preliminary tests, the best DEVIATION value used in our experiments is 2. 
v. EXPER[MENTS AND RESULTS

A. Benchmarks Inskmes
We will use the channel assignment benchmark problems, used in previous works [I] solution and using 'runtime expired' a5 our stopping criteria, Another comparison is with rccent work by Ghosh ef al.
we ran each experiment 10 timcs. By applying our approach 1261, in which they use a genetic algorithm based on we were able to achieve promising results as presented in geometric symmetry. We run our experiments for 400 scconds The channel assignment problem is a real world problem from the mobile communications industry. The primary objective is to find the minimum frequency bandwidth given different traffic demand distribution within the mobile network. Besides fulfilling the channel demand requirement, we must also consider the minimum channel rcuse distance in order to avoid the effect of call interference within the same cell or adjaccnt cells.
In this work, we have proposed a hyper-heuristic methodology which is problem independent. Unlike othcr meta-heuristic approaches such as variable neighbourhood search; we can freely move from one neighbourhood to another neighbourhood structure. Therufore, we see the motivation of using a hyper-heuristics as a rapid development tool for optimisation problems.
We have proposed a hyper-heuristic with four differcnt acceptance criteria. Based on experimental rcsult, the RRT hypcr-heuristics is superior compared to the other proposed hyper-heuristics. Our future interest is to use diffcrent stratcgies to produce initial solutions, using intelligent LLHs (LLHs which themselves have an acceptance critcria, based on random descent and steepest descent local search).
